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Abstract
Centrality is a concept often used in social network analysis to study different properties
of networks that are modeled as graphs. We present a new centrality metric called Localized
Bridging Centrality (LBC). LBC is based on the Bridging Centrality (BC) metric that Hwang et
al. recently introduced. Bridging nodes are nodes that are located in between highly connected
regions. LBC is capable of identifying bridging nodes with an accuracy comparable to that of
the BC metric for most networks. As the name suggests, we use only local information from
surrounding nodes to compute the LBC metric, while, global knowledge is required to calculate
the BC metric. The main difference between LBC and BC is that LBC uses the egocentric
definition of betweenness centrality to identify bridging nodes, while BC uses the sociocentric
definition of betweenness centrality. Thus, our LBC metric is suitable for distributed compu-
tation and has the benefit of being an order of magnitude faster to calculate in computational
complexity. We compare the results produced by BC and LBC in three examples. We applied
our LBC metric for network analysis of a real wireless mesh network. Our results indicate that
the LBC metric is as powerful as the BC metric at identifying bridging nodes that have a higher
flow of information through them (assuming a uniform distribution of network flows) and are
important for the robustness of the network.
∗Corresponding author: snanda@cs.dartmouth.edu
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1 Introduction
Our initial motivation for this work was to discover metrics and develop tools that can help a
system administrator manage a wireless mesh network or would allow an automated management
system understand the state of a network. We provide below a list of questions asked from a system
administrator’s point of view, that we initially set out to answer and that we consider as relevant
to our scenarios.
1. Which nodes should the system administrator be most concerned about from a robustness
point of view? That is, the loss of which nodes would have a significant impact on the
connectivity of the network?
2. How many nodes can fail before my network is partitioned into multiple components?
3. Which nodes are the most “important” in my network?
4. Similarly, which nodes are the least important and why?
5. If I could or should add or move a node to enhance the network, which one should it be?
6. Similarly, if I had to update a subset of nodes and reboot them, in which order should I
perform the update?
One technique to identify which nodes are critical from a network management perspective is
to identify all articulation points and bridges in the network topology. When applied to wireless
mesh networks, in our experience, we found that articulation points are rare in practice unless the
network has a low density.
Our goal is to apply social-network analysis techniques to identify properties of individual nodes
that can aid a system administrator to manage a mesh network in a more effective manner. While
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the system administrator is primarily asked to perform absolute tasks (e.g., to fix or replace a non-
functioning node), there may be situations when relative decisions must be made. For example,
we posed the following question earlier: “If the system administrator had to update a subset of
nodes and reboot them, then in which order should he or she perform the update?”. Since we are
interested in relative comparisons between seemingly similar nodes to answer such questions, we
need to develop techniques and metrics that differentiate between nodes and rank them. We apply
techniques from social-network analysis to attempt to answer these types of questions. In a wireless
mesh network context, a system administrator should pay attention to bridging nodes since they
are important from a robustness perspective (as they help bridge connected components together)
and their failure may increase the risk of network partitions.
The main contribution of this work is the development of the LBC metric, which is equivalent
in functionality to the Bridging Centrality [11] metric at identifying bridging nodes, yet can be
calculated quickly in a distributed manner. BC is calculated in a centralized manner and has an
order of magnitude higher computational complexity. To calculate its own LBC value, each node
only needs to know its 1-hop neighbor set and the degree of each of its neighbors.
The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. We describe the basics of social-network
analysis in Section 2, and explain three common social centrality metrics. In Section 2.3, we
explain the key differences between sociocentric and egocentric betweenness, since our approach
essentially builds upon the difference between these two metrics. Readers familiar with centrality
may jump to Section 3 where we present the definition of Bridging Centrality and introduce our
definition of the Localized Bridging Centrality metric. Finally, we look at our initial results and
present our conclusions.
2 Social-network analysis
We believe that techniques borrowed and enhanced from the domain of social network analysis can
help in providing answers to some of the questions we pose. We aim to use “centrality” metrics from
social-network analysis to study the roles of individual nodes in the network and the relationship
of these nodes to their neighbors. Social-network analysis is normally applied to the study of social
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networks of actors, usually people and their relationships with other people. In our domain, we
are interested in the positions and roles of individual mesh nodes and the relationships between
different mesh nodes such as connectivity, which can be characterized in different ways such as
direct or indirect, weak or strong. Many social-network analysis techniques and metrics are based
on graph theory. Humans tend to form clusters of communities within social networks. Similarly,
mesh networks may have groups of nodes that share a common relationship or structure, which
may be worth identifying.
2.1 Degree centrality
One simple way to characterize an individual node in a topological graph is by its degree. The
degree of a node in a graph in the mesh context is the number of links the node shares with its
neighbors, which are available for routing purposes. A well-connected mesh network is a healthy
network. If a node has many neighbors then the failure of a single neighbor should not affect the
routing health of the regional network adversely. A node with a high degree can be considered as
being well connected and a node with a relatively low degree can be considered weakly connected.
The degree of an individual node and the minimum, maximum and average degree over all the
nodes are standard characterization metrics in graph theory.
If the global topology is available at a central location, then all the nodes can be quickly ranked
according to their degree. However, this degree-based ranking does not convey a good picture of the
nature of connectivity in the network since all links are rarely identical. For instance, different links
may have varying capacity levels and different latencies. In addition, the existence of neighbor links
and their respective qualities fluctuate over time. In a wireless network a link with a poor-quality
connection has lower effective capacity and a link using a lower bit-rate may have a higher latency.
Even two nodes with the same degree but need not have similar characteristics [1] (for example,
see Figure 1). There are other centrality metrics, such as eigenvector centrality, which can help
distinguish between nodes A and B that have the same degree centrality.
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Figure 1: Limitations of degree centrality (note that nodes A and B each have degree 5) [1]
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2.2 Eigenvector centrality
Eigenvector Centrality (EVC) is a concept often used in social-network analysis and was first
proposed by Bonacich [2]. Eigenvector Centrality is defined in a circular manner. The centrality
of a node is proportional to the sum of the centrality values of all its neighboring nodes. In the
social-network context, an important node (or person) is characterized by its connectivity to other
important nodes (or people). A node with a high centrality value is a well-connected node and has
a dominant influence on the surrounding network. Similarly, nodes with low centrality values are
less similar to the majority of nodes in the topology and may exhibit similar characteristics and
behavior and share common weaknesses. Google uses a similar centrality ranking technique called
Pagerank [6] to rank the relevance of pages in search results.
Eigenvector centrality is calculated using the adjacency matrix to find central nodes in the
network. Let vi be the ith element of the vector ~v, representing the centrality measure of node
i, where N(i) is the set of neighbors of node i and let A be the n × n adjacency matrix of the
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undirected network graph. Eigenvector centrality is defined using the following formulas [1]:
vi ∝
∑
j∈N(i)
vj (1)
which can be rewritten as
vi ∝
n∑
j=1
Aijvj (2)
which can be rewritten in the form
A~v = λ~v (3)
Since A is an n x n matrix, it has n eigenvectors (one for each node in the network) and n
corresponding eigenvalues. One way to compute the eigenvalues of a square matrix is to find the
roots of the characteristic polynomial of the matrix. It is important to use symmetric positive real
values in the matrix used for calculations [3].
The principle eigenvector is recommended for use in rank calculations. The principle eigenvector
is the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue. After the principle eigenvector is found, its entries
are sorted from highest to lowest values to determine a ranking of nodes. The most central node
has the highest rank and most peripheral node has the lowest rank.
This metric is often used in the study of the spread of epidemics in human networks. In the
mesh context, a node with a high eigenvector centrality represents a strongly connected node. A
worm or virus propagated from the most central node could spread to all reachable nodes in the
most efficient manner as opposed to one that was spreading from a node on the extreme periphery.
Thus, the central node is a prime target for preventive inoculation or for prioritized software update.
In any network, and especially in an ad hoc or mesh network where nodes must cooperate with
each other to route packets, the connectivity of a node depends on the connectivity of its neighbors
and EVC can help capture this property. The main drawback of eigenvector centrality is that it
can only be calculated in a central manner.
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2.3 Betweenness centrality
In addition to the above two centrality metrics, several other definitions of centrality measures
exist, such as closeness centrality, graph centrality and betweenness centrality. We focus now on
betweenness centrality [10], which is also called sociocentric betweenness centrality. Betweenness
centrality is a key component of the bridging centrality metric.
2.3.1 Sociocentric betweenness centrality
The sociocentric betweenness centrality of a node is calculated as the fraction of shortest paths
between all node pairs that pass through the node of interest. A node with a high betweenness
centrality value is more likely to be located on the shortest paths between multiple node pairs
in the network, and thus more information must travel through that node (assuming a uniform
distribution of information across node pairs).
Although the betweenness centrality calculation appears to be computationally intensive since
all pairs of shortest paths must be computed (typically θ(n3)), Brandes presents a fast technique to
compute betweenness centrality that runs in O(V E) time and uses O(V +E) space for undirected
unweighted graphs with V nodes and E edges [5].
2.3.2 Egocentric betweenness centrality
A more computationally efficient approach is to calculate betweenness on the ego network as op-
posed to the global network topology. In social networks, egocentric networks are defined as net-
works of a single actor together with the actors they are directly connected to, that is, their
neighbors. Thus, for wireless mesh networks we need to calculate betweenness on the one-hop
adjacency matrix of a node. This metric can be calculated in a distributed manner and is called
egocentric betweenness.
Marsden [12] discovered empirically that egocentric betweenness values have a strong positive
correlation to sociocentric betweenness values (calculated on the complete network graph) for many
different network examples. Everett and Borgatti [9] also present a similar conclusion that the
two metrics are strongly correlated for most networks. The authors also provide a few synthetic
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examples where egocentric and sociocentric betweenness values do not have a positive correlation [9].
Daly and Haahr [8] recently applied egocentric betweenness centrality as the basis for a dis-
tributed routing protocol in a delay tolerant network. Our approach used to calculate LBC is
inspired by the work of Marsden and the recent work by Daly and Haahr.
2.4 Summary
It is important to remember that centrality measures can only provide relative measures that can
be used to compare nodes against each other at that instant of time for a specific network topology.
This ranking may allow a system administrator to prioritize management tasks on several nodes,
such as deciding which nodes should be patched first and in which order.
3 Bridging Centrality
Bridging Centrality is a relatively new centrality metric. It was introduced in 2006 by Hwang
et al. [11]. Bridging centrality can help discriminate bridging nodes, that is, nodes with higher
information flow through them, and locations between highly connected regions (assuming a uniform
distribution of flows).
The Bridging Centrality of a node is the product of its sociocentric betweenness centrality CSoc
and its bridging coefficient β(v). The Bridging Centrality BC(v) for a node v of interest is thus
defined as:
BC(v) = CSoc(v)× β(v) (4)
The bridging coefficient of a node describes how well the node is located between high-degree
nodes. The bridging coefficient of a node v is thus defined as:
β(v) =
1
d(v)∑
i∈N(v)
1
d(i)
(5)
where d(v) is the degree of node v, and N(v) is the set of neighbors of node v.
According to the authors,“Betweenness centrality decides only the extent how important the
node of interest is from information flow standpoint, but it does not consider the topological
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locations of the node. On the other hand, bridging coefficient measures only the extent how well the
node is located between highly connected regions, and it does not deliberate the nodes importance
from information flow standpoint. Bridging nodes should be positioned between modules and also
located on important positions in information flow standpoint. Thus Bridging Centrality combines
these two distinct metrics, giving equal weight to both factors.” [11]
Based on their empirical studies, the authors recommend labeling the top 25th percentile of
nodes as ranked through Bridging Centrality as “bridging nodes”; nodes that are more bridge-
like and lie between different connected modules. The authors present results on which nodes are
selected by this metric for different networks, and study the impact of removing the highest-ranked
bridging nodes from a yeast metabolic network with 359 nodes and 435 edges, as measured by
changes in the clustering coefficient, average path length and number of singletons generated.
An alternative definition for the bridging coefficient is to use eigenvector centrality as a substi-
tute for degree centrality in both the numerator and denominator. The disadvantage is the high
computational cost of calculating eigenvector centrality and its lack of a distributed alternative.
We may explore this technique in future work.
4 Localized Bridging Centrality
We introduce a variant of Bridging Centrality that we call Localized Bridging Centrality (LBC). As
the name suggests, we define LBC(v) of a node v using only local information, as the product of
egocentric betweenness centrality CEgo(v) and its bridging coefficient β(v). LBC is thus represented
symbolically as:
LBC(v) = CEgo(v)× β(v) (6)
The benefit of our approach is that LBC is computationally easier to calculate than BC, and
can be calculated in a parallel or distributed manner. Secondly as shown by Marsden [12], and by
Everett and Borgatti [9], there is a strong correlation between egocentric betweenness and global
betweenness values for most networks, so LBC values should correlate well with BC values. Indeed,
our results in Section 5 show this to be the case. While individual nodes can calculate their own
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LBC metric in a fully distributed manner, in order to to determine the global rank of each node,
a central node must aggregate all LBC values or all nodes must use a distributed consensus-based
ranking algorithm.
We explore the utility of the LBC metric in our evaluation. As with the Bridging Centrality
metric, the LBC metric can help the system administrator identify clusters, their boundaries and
the bridging nodes in the mesh network. These bridging nodes (which are different from the
articulation points in a topological analysis) provide the system administrator with prioritized set
of nodes to monitor from a robustness perspective.
5 Evaluation
We present our initial results from the application of the BC and LBC metrics on three distinct
networks. The first example is a synthetic network, the second is a social network and the third the
topology of a wireless mesh network we deployed in our department. All calculations were verified
using a popular social-network analysis tool called UCINET [4]. Two or more nodes with the same
centrality value were assigned the same rank.
5.1 Synthetic network example
We first tested our metric using a synthetic network example presented in Figure 2. This network
was also used by Hwang et al. [11]. The rankings produced by Bridging Centrality and Localized
Bridging Centrality shown in Table 1 are nearly identical, although we note that the BC and LBC
values are clearly not identical and nor are the betweenness measures used. Since both BC and
LBC are used as a “relative” measure of how nodes differ from each other, the induced ranking is
more important than the magnitude of the BC or LBC value and thus in this example our metric
is equivalent to BC.
5.2 Social-network example
This example (presented in Figure 3) represents game-playing relationships in a bank wiring room
and is popular in social-network studies. Marsden [12] presented this example to show how so-
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Figure 2: A small synthetic network example. Top 6 high bridging score (BC) nodes are shaded [11]
AB
D
E
F
G
H
I
C
JK
Figure 1: A small synthetic network example. Top six high
bridging score nodes are colored.
Node Degree CB BC CR
E 2 0.53333 0.85714 0.45713
B 2 0.15555 0.85714 0.13333
D 2 0.15555 0.85714 0.13333
F 3 0.47777 0.22222 0.10617
A 4 0.65555 0.10000 0.06555
J 3 0.21111 0.16666 0.03518
Table 1: Top six centrality values of Figure 1, including
Betweenness(CB), bridging coefficient(BC), and bridging
centrality(CR).
Figure 1 and Table 1 clearly illustrates the essence of bridg-
ing centrality. Although node A has the highest degree and
betweenness value, nodes E, B, and D have much higher
bridging centrality values since node A is located on the
center of a module not on a bridge which results in the
lowest bridging coefficient value. In other words, far more
number of shortest paths goes through node A than other
three nodes, but nodes E, B, and D position on bridges
much better. So, nodes E, B, and D have higher bridg-
ing centrality values since they are on the bridges between
modules which leads much higher bridging coefficient values
than node A. Betweenness centrality decides only the extent
how much important the node of interest is from information
flow standpoint, and it does not consider the topological lo-
cations of the node. On the other hand, nodes B and D have
the same bridging coefficient value with node E, but nodes B
and D have much less betweenness centrality values since far
more number of shortest paths passes through node E than
through nodes B and D. Even though nodes E, B, and D are
located on similar local topological positions, i.e., similar lo-
cal topological surroundings, node E is taking a much more
important location than nodes B and D in the information
flow viewpoint. Bridging coefficient measures only the ex-
tent how well the node is located between highly connected
regions, and it does not deliberate the node’s importance
from information flow standpoint. Without a doubt, we can
figure out that node E is taking a better bridging position
than nodes B and D are in Figure 1. Bridging nodes should
be positioned between modules and also located on impor-
tant positions in information flow standpoint. So, bridging
centrality combines these two measurements, betweenness
centrality and bridging coefficient, since none of these two
indices can differentiate the bridging nodes alone, as we saw
in the above. So bridging centrality combines global and lo-
cal features, betweenness centrality and bridging coefficient
respectively, of the node not focusing only on one topologi-
cal factor like other centrality indices do, and discriminates
A
B
C
D
E
F G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
OP
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
Figure 2: A synthetic network with 36 nodes and 46 edges.
The nodes with the highest 0-10th percentile of values for
the bridging centrality are highlighted in black circles, the
nodes with the 10th-25th percentiles of bridging centrality
are highlighted in gray circles. The letters are node labels.
the bridging nodes which are located on the critical posi-
tions for information flow viewpoint and also are positioned
on the bridges.
3. RESULTS
The focus of this research and performance analysis is mainly
on the top 25% high bridging centrality score components
in all examples, since the significance and the interest are
rapidly reduced below top 25 percentile. Furthermore, bridg-
ing centrality values and the range of the bridging nodes
can be arbitrary according to the network topology dealt
with. Empirical studies on several real world network sys-
tems made us define “bridging nodes” as the top 25 per-
centile.
3.1 Application on Simulated Data
To obtain a preliminary assessment of the underlying net-
work characteristics identified by the bridging centrality, we
applied the metric to a synthetic network consisting of 36
nodes and 46 edges shown in Figure 2. The synthetic net-
work investigated contains key elements such as hub nodes,
peripheral nodes, cycles and bridging nodes that are com-
monly found in biological networks. The overall degree dis-
tribution followed a power law distribution but the overall
size was kept small so that any patterns present could be
easily detected by visual inspection.
In Figure 2, we have highlighted the nodes in the highest
0-10th percentiles of bridging centrality values with black-
filled circles whereas nodes in the highest 10th-25th per-
centiles of bridging centrality values are shown in gray-filled
circles. Visual inspection of the synthetic network reveals
Table 1: Top six centrality values for Figure 2, including Sociocentric Betweenness (CSoc), Egocen-
tric Betweenness (CEgo), Bridging Coefficient (β), Bridging Centrality (BC) and Localized Bridging
Centrality (LBC)
Node Degree CSoc CEgo β BC LBC Rank of BC Rank of LBC
E 2 0.533 1 0.857 0.857 0.457 1 1
B 2 0.155 1 0.857 0.133 0.857 2 1
D 2 0.155 1 0.857 0.133 0.857 2 1
F 3 0.477 3 0.222 0.106 0.666 4 4
A 4 0.655 6 0.100 0.065 0.600 5 5
J 3 0.211 3 0.166 0.035 0.499 6 6
ciocentric and egocentric betweenness measures correlate. Again the relative ranking of nodes
calculated by BC and LBC as shown in Table 2 are identical. Visible inspection of Figure 3 shows
that nodes W5 and W7 are bridging nodes, and the tie between them is a bridge between two
connected components.
5.3 Real-world mesh network example
We applied our LBC metric on the topology derived from a live wireless mesh network we have
deployed in our department. The mesh nodes use the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [7]
mesh routing protocol implemented by Tonnesen [13] on Linux. The topology of the network is
shown in Figure 4. The ovals and rectangles represent mesh nodes identified by their individual IP
addresses. The diamond box is a virtual node representing the Internet. Thus nodes 192.168.1.50
and 192.168.1.20 are Internet Gateways. The BC and LBC results are presented in Table 3 nd
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Figure 3: Bank wiring room games example [12]
412 P.V. Marsden / Social Networks 24 (2002) 407–422
Fig. 1. The Bank Wiring Room–games network.
Because the W5–W7 tie is the only bridge joining the cliques, the actors at either end of it
are highly central within the network, lying on all between-clique geodesics.
Table 1 presents egocentric and sociocentric betweenness centrality for each node in
the Bank Wiring Room. Consider W7, the actor with the highest egocentric betweenness
score of 4.33. W7 serves as the gatekeeper (Freeman, 1980) to the smaller clique, lying
on all geodesic paths to the larger one. W7’s egocentric betweenness reflects his unique
intermediary location along four two-step paths (toW5, fromW6,W8,W9, andS4), together
with shared betweenness (with W8 and W9) for the W6–S4 relationship.
Table 1
Egocentric and sociocentric betweenness for the Bank Wiring Room–games network
Node Sociocentric betweenness Egocentric betweenness Effective size
W1 3.75 0.83 2.00
W2 0.25 0.25 1.40
W3 3.75 0.83 2.00
W4 3.75 0.83 2.00
W5 30.00 4.00 2.60
W6 0.00 0.00 1.00
W7 28.33 4.33 3.00
W8 0.33 0.33 1.50
W9 0.33 0.33 1.50
S1 1.50 0.25 1.40
S2 0.00 0.00 0.00
S4 0.00 0.00 1.00
I1 0.00 0.00 1.00
I3 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 2: Centrality values for Figure 3 sorted by BC values
Node Degre CSoc CEgo β BC LBC Rank of BC Rank of LBC
W5 5 30 4 0.222 6.667 0.889 1 1
W7 5 28.33 4.33 0.179 5.074 0.775 2 2
W1 6 3.75 0.83 0.140 0.528 0.117 3 3
W3 6 3.75 0.83 0.140 0.528 0.117 3 3
W4 6 3.75 0.83 0.140 0.528 0.117 3 3
S1 5 1.5 0.25 0.222 0.333 0.055 6 6
W8 4 0.33 0.33 0.223 0.073 0.073 7 7
W9 4 0.33 0.33 0.223 0.073 0.073 7 7
W2 5 0.25 0.25 0.210 0.052 0.052 9 9
W6 3 0 0 0.476 0 0 10 10
S4 3 0 0 0.476 0 0 10 10
I1 4 0 0 0.357 0 0 10 10
I3 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10
S2 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10
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the nodes are sorted in decreasing order by BC values.
Figure 4: A small real-world mesh network
While in this example the two rankings produced by the two metrics are not identical, they
are quite close. The top 5 ranked nodes are common to both metrics and if we remove any of
these bridging nodes, then at least one of the other bridging nodes becomes an articulation point,
so if that node is now removed, we will have a network partition. However, if you analyze the
original network graph in Figure 4, you will find that it is fully connected and has no articulation
points. Thus LBC can help detect nodes that may not presently be articulation points but with
certain perturbations in the network are most likely to become articulation points. Our LBC metric
allows the system administrator to gather this information using few computational resources in a
distributed manner.
Although LBC classifies nodes 192.168.1.110, 192.168.1.30 and 192.168.1.2 (co-ranked with
192.168.1.50) as its top three bridging nodes (using the top 25th percentile rule), and BC clas-
sifies 192.168.1.110, 192.168.1.50 and 192.168.1.30 as its top three bridging nodes, qualitatively
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Table 3: Ranked centrality values for Figure 4, sorted by BC values
Node IP Degree CSoc CEgo β BC LBC Rank of BC Rank of LBC
192.168.1.110 7 6.367 5.75 0.078 0.496 0.4485 1 1
192.168.1.50 7 4.733 3.4 0.096 0.454 0.326 2 3
192.168.1.30 6 3.367 2.75 0.132 0.444 0.363 3 2
192.168.1.2 7 4.067 3.4 0.096 0.391 0.326 4 3
192.168.1.20 6 2.867 2.25 0.126 0.361 0.283 5 5
192.168.1.80 6 0.4 0.4 0.173 0.069 0.069 6 6
192.168.1.1 5 0.2 0.25 0.262 0.052 0.065 7 7
192.168.1.60 2 0 0 1.615 0 0 8 8
192.168.1.130 2 0 0 1.65 0 0 8 8
0.0.0.0 2 0 0 1.615 0 0 8 8
there is little difference between the choices, since all of these nodes lie equally on the boundaries
between connected components and removal of any of these nodes will leave some other node as an
articulation point.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we introduce a new centrality metric called the Localized Bridging Centrality. Our
initial investigation indicates that the utility of LBC is equivalent to that of the Bridging Centrality
metric. Our LBC metric is easy to compute and is designed to be computed in a distributed manner.
We have demonstrated the usefulness of our metric in identifying critical bridging nodes in a wireless
mesh network from a network management perspective. We note just one potential drawback, that
our metric may not work well in cases where the egocentric and sociocentric betweenness values do
not correlate. We are in the process of testing the properties of this metric on larger data sets and
exploring its utility in other scenarios.
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